
Message in a bottle for a wedding
Instructions No. 1993

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour

There's a wedding coming up and you don't know what to get you? Or you have one Voucher or want to give money but
have no idea how to wrap it? Then this message in a bottle is just the right thing for you. It is not only suitable for maritime
weddings and is also a great eye-catcher

Step 1: Engraving glass 

For engraving, attach one of the engraving Lace from sets to the holder and then scratch your motif into the glass. Change it
Lace if necessary to create different line thicknesses.

Depending on the type of glass you use, you can also draw or print out your text or motif and put it underneath the glass as a
help. If the glass is larger or has a larger opening, you can also insert it inside and then draw it. But because of the glass it
can happen that the motive gets distorted.



Step 2: Decorate and fill the bottle 

When you finish engraving, fill the Sand into your glass up to the desired height. Always make sure that there is still enough
space for the other decoration and the gift or congratulations. After the Sand then add shells and small stones. With the help
of a shashlik skewer you can put them into Position push. Should the Sand too much to the glass, you can carefully push it
away with a long brush.



Then roll up your banknote, this one Voucher or your congratulations tightly. Seal the roll with a piece of adhesive tape so
that nothing comes loose later. Then attach a piece with Raffia a loop to the roll. Position the roller in the bottle, close it and
knot the end piece to the bottleRaffia neck from .

With it the bridal couple can later get out the bottle post. With another pieceRaffia from you can tie a bow around the neck of
the bottle and if necessary decorate the upper part of the bottle with shells or similar.

Have fun making and giving away! And best regards from Anne

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

686303 VBS Glass bottles "Milk", set of 3 1

650984 Natural bast, natural colour 1

706681-28 Craft cardboard sheetPurple 1
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